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Abstract – As power density of electrical appliances in a building sector grows up, its thermal effect
also increases especially within a well-insulated building. In order to investigate the heat gain of these
appliances, this paper proposes a dynamic thermal model of electrical appliances which is embedded in
a building thermal analysis by using thermal network method. For this, thermal-electrical analogy and a
static model and a dynamic model of electrical appliance coupled to a thermal network of a building are
presented. As applications, a monitor and a computer are selected and their thermal models are adapted
to a building model. Finally, their thermal influence is observed by experimental results and simulation
one.

Key words: Thermal network / thermal-electric analogy / thermal building / heat gain of electrical appli-
ances / dynamic model

1 Introduction

A building has a complex thermal interaction with its
interior and exterior conditions. Behavior of occupants,
installation and utilization of sub-systems, structures and
materials, and meteorological and geographical data lead
different thermal characteristics and dynamic behaviors of
a building. Since these factors also influence energy per-
formance and building efficiency, it is necessary to analyze
them in detail for more accurate thermal evaluation [1].

In order to bring more precise advancements and
quantifications, diverse thermal modeling and analysis
methods have been proposed [2,3]. As one of the dynamic
methods, thermal network has been used from mid-1980s
for the reason of its simplicity and its accuracy to com-
pose the heat source and the structure of the building
at the same time [4–7]. This method is based on the en-
ergy balance equation (first law) and the analogy between
thermal and electrical systems. By using this method, it is
possible to illustrate heat transfer phenomena of building
systems and heat gain/loss corresponding to solar radi-
ation, occupants, infiltration/ventilation, and equipment
by electrical components and sources.

In literature, the auxiliary heat sources such as solar
gain, dissipated heat of electrical equipment and appli-
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ances, metabolic heat are represented by a current source
in thermal network. It means that these sources are used
to be considered as a static value. However, these sources
can also have their thermal characteristics and be dynam-
ically modeled expressing heat phenomena [8–12]. Espe-
cially within a well-insulated building model for achieving
low energy consumption for heating and cooling the space
(signal), thermal effect of an extra heat source (noise) is
more important because the heat loss through the build-
ing envelopes becomes less than in conventional build-
ings. We reach situation of comparable levels of signal
and noise. Therefore, it is necessary to model the sources
in more detail for low energy buildings. In addition, as
a simulation interval becomes shorter, conventionally ig-
norable thermal dynamics of heat sources have to be also
taken into account during building thermal analysis.

In this paper, we present how electrical appliances
influence the building thermal behavior by representing
thermal-electric analogy and show a dynamic model of
electrical appliances which exhibit thermal properties and
its effect on a building. It aims to show the necessity of dy-
namic thermal modeling of electrical appliances for a fur-
ther building energy simulation. Section 2 recalls thermal-
electric analogy and thermal network and applies them
to a building and electrical appliances coupling. Section 3
describes applications of the proposed thermal model of a
monitor and a computer within a well-insulated room and
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shows their thermal effect by experimental and simulation
results. Finally, Section 4 concludes this work.

2 Methodology

2.1 Thermal-electric analogy

Thermal models of a building and its sub-systems are
represented by electrical circuits including electrical com-
ponents and electrical sources. The thermal dynamics of
the systems are analyzed in accordance with the electri-
cal dynamics of the corresponding electric circuits. Ta-
ble 1 lists the analogy according to sources and elements
of each system.

2.2 Thermal Network

Based on the first principle of thermodynamics, a heat
balance of a building can be deduced as:

Φheating + Φsun + Φmetabolism + Φappliance + Φrecovery

=
dUstored

dt
+ Φenvelope + Φvent/infiltration + Φhotwater

(1)

where Φheating is the energy contributed by electricity
or fuels for heating/cooling a building, Φsun, Φmetabolism,
Φappliance, Φrecovery are respectively the free internal heat
gains of solar energy, metabolism of occupants, heat
dissipation of electrical appliances, and the recovered
heat flux. Ustored is the stored energy within a build-
ing, Φenvelope is the transmission heat loss through build-
ing envelopes (walls, windows, ceilings, floors and doors),
Φvent/infiltration, Φhot water are the heat losses by ventila-
tion/infiltration and hot water consumption, respectively.

In order to underline thermal-electric coupling be-
tween a building and an electrical appliance, we consider
only one heat source of an electric appliance and heat loss
via envelope of the building in this study. The obtained
heat balance model is therefore,

Φappliance =
dUstored

dt
+ Φenvelope (2)

Equation (2) can be deduced by thermal characteristics of
the building which are thermal resistance Rth and thermal
capacitance Cth as follows:

Φappliance = Cth
dTi

dt
+

1
Rth

(Ti − Te) (3)

where, Ti and Te are the interior and exterior tempera-
tures of the building. According to the thermal-electric
analogy, this model is represented by a thermal network
as illustrating in Figure 1.

The heat flux of the electrical appliance Φappliance can
be also thermally modeled as follows.

Φappliance = Pelec (4)

Φappliance =
1

Rap
(Tap − Ti) = Pelec − Cap

dTap

dt
(5)

      Rth 

Φappliance       Cth                                Te

Ti

 

Fig. 1. Thermal network of a simplified building model.

where Pelec is the supplied power of electrical appliance.
Rap and Cap are thermal parameters of an electrical ap-
pliance, thermal resistance and thermal capacitance.

First, Equation (4) describes a conventional static
model. In this model, we do not take account into the
thermal dynamics of the used electrical appliance and
suppose that all electrical energy is converted to thermal
energy without thermal delay. Second, Equation (5) shows
a dynamic model of an electrical appliance including the
thermal characteristics of appliances so as to obtain more
accurate results. As stated above, these models can be
represented by a thermal network. The scheme is shown
in Figure 2.

2.3 Parameter identification method

In order to analyze the model behavior, it needs to
identify the parameters of the proposed model. If rele-
vant physical properties of the system have been already
known, the model parameters can be easily obtained. On
the other hand, if the properties are insufficient to iden-
tify model parameters, available experimental data and
parameter identification methods can be applied for the
computational parameter identification.

In this study for a building model and electrical ap-
pliances, there are insufficient physical properties for pa-
rameters, but the driven physical principles are known.
Therefore we use a grey-box method which obtains the
unknown parameters by taking into account experimental
input and output data of the system and a given physi-
cal principle, here, the first principle of thermodynamics.
The input/output data of a coupled system are shown in
Figure 3.

As one of the parameter identification method, we
applied a linear parametric first-order model, which is
explained in reference [12]. Briefly, a stochastic differen-
tial equation in continuous time is developed from the
given basic principle. Then, a discretization of the cor-
responding differential equation is obtained. After that,
parameters via any linear parametric model are esti-
mated and the results obtained by experiment and sim-
ulation are compared in order to validate the model and
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Table 1. Thermal-electric analogy.

Thermal System Electric System
Parameter Unit Parameter Unit

Source
Temperature T [K] Voltage V [V]

Heat flux Φ [W],[J.s−1 ] Current I [A],[C.s−1]

Element

Conductivity k [W.(Km)−1] Conductivity σ [A.(V.mm)−1]
Thermal resistance Rther [K/W] Electrical resistance Relec [Ω],[V.A−1]

Thermal capacitance Cther [J/K] Electrical capacitance Celec [F],[C.V−1]

Tap      Rap 

Φappliance=Pelec                        Φappliance

Pelec               Pelec      Cap 

Fig. 2. Thermal networks of an electrical appliance.

  Input                                           Output 
   Pelec                                            Tap 
    Ti                                             Φappliance 

Φappliance                                            Ti 
    Te                                             Φenvelope 

Electrical appliance 

Building

Fig. 3. Input/output data of coupled systems.

parameters. Among several parametric models, we use
Auto-Regressive eXogeneous input (ARX) model for its
simplicity.

3 Application

In this section we investigate the thermal interaction
between a building and electrical appliances. Based on the
proposed thermal network models and parameter identi-
fication methods, we obtained thermal parameters of a
building and electrical appliances.

As a test building, we used a well-insulated room (size
4 × 2.4 × 2.4 m3), which wall is made up polyurethane
and stainless steel sheet. It has a door (length: 0.9 m,
height: 1.9 m) with the same material to the wall and a
small window (length: 0.3 m, height: 0.5 m). It has four
incandescent lamps ((60 W + 75 W) × 2EA) which are
positioned on upper side of walls. The details of this room
can be found in reference [12]. This room is represented by
a given building model as 1R1C thermal network and its
global thermal parameters are Rth = 57.8 × 10−3 ◦C/W
and Cth = 623 kJ/◦C (R.C = 10 h).

As candidates of electrical appliances, a monitor and
a computer were selected for this study. These appliances
are widely used in commercial, official and residential

Table 2. Thermal parameters of electrical appliances

Monitor Computer

R (K.W−1) 2.5 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−3

C (kJ.K−1) 36.7 13.7
R.C (s) 91.75 38.36

buildings. The supplied power of the monitor and the
computer are respectively, 27 and 58 W. Their thermal
parameters which are thermal resistance and capacitance
(monitor Rm, Cm and computer Rc, Cc) were estimated
by an ARX model parameter identification method and
are listed in Table 2.

Using the proposed thermal network and its param-
eters, heat fluxes of the monitor and the computer are
obtained as shown in Figures 4–5. The heat fluxes of a
static model and a dynamic model are presented. As mod-
eled above, the heat flux of a static model is the same to
the power consumption profile of the appliances. How-
ever, dynamically modeled heat flux dissipated by appli-
ances is not considered as the one of the static model,
because the dynamic model implies remarkable thermal
characteristics of the appliance. Since the dynamic ther-
mal model of an electrical appliance has its thermal ca-
pacitance, heat is charged and discharged to the appliance
at transient state. Moreover, due to its thermal resistance
of the appliance within the dynamic model, the heat flux
is consequently influenced by temperature difference be-
tween the electrical appliance and the room at steady
state. According to energy conservation, electrical energy
is all converted to heat and the quantities of the energy of
a static model and a dynamic model are the same. How-
ever, due to the existence of the thermal capacitance and
the thermal resistance in a dynamic model, the profiles of
the dissipated heat flux between two models are different.
This difference leads different building thermal behavior
which is mainly controlled during the identification by the
building time characteristic (10 h).

Figures 6–7 depict indoor temperatures of the test
room influenced by the heat gains of a monitor and a
computer, respectively. In these cases, there are no sig-
nificant difference of simulated temperature obtained by
a static model and a dynamic model of electrical appli-
ances. It is due to small difference of heat fluxes of the
models against thermal characteristics of the building.
Since the usage period of the appliances is too long so
that indoor temperature remains at steady state for a
long time and that of thermal influence of the both mod-
els becomes identical. If there are more frequent on/off
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Fig. 4. Monitor heat flux
( Static model, −− Dynamic model).
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Fig. 5. Computer heat flux
( Static model, −− Dynamic model).

functions of the appliances, we can observe more differ-
ence of thermal effect caused by the two different models.
Moreover, if the injected power of appliances is relatively
important, the difference of heat fluxes of different mod-
els can influence more considerably the building indoor
temperature. For example, within an office or a computer
room where many computational devices are placed, a dy-
namic model of these devices can provide more accurate
thermal analysis results. In addition, as thermal capaci-
tance of the appliance is bigger, the time constant of the
model increases and the duration at transient state be-
comes longer. In this case, there is more different thermal
effect of two models and we can recognize the necessity
of the dynamic thermal modeling.

Figure 8 shows several evolutions of indoor temper-
ature influenced by electrical appliances which are mod-
eled by different thermal capacitances (5, 10, 20% of Cth)
and different power consumptions (100, 200, 400 W). As
mentioned above, bigger thermal capacitance and higher
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Fig. 6. Measured Ti (. . .) and Te (− · ·) and simulated
Ti ( Static model, −− Dynamic model) by a monitor.
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Fig. 7. Measured Ti (...) and Te (− · ·) and simulated
Ti ( Static model, −− Dynamic model) by a computer.

power consumption make more significant difference of
heat flux profiles versus heat flux due to a static model
and that leads more important difference of thermal be-
havior of a building.

4 Conclusions

This paper proposed a coupled thermal network of
a building and electrical appliances for a thermal anal-
ysis of a building at transient and steady-states. Based
on thermal-electric analogy and heat balance equation,
a methodology of dynamic thermal modeling of a build-
ing and electrical appliances were presented. A simplified
building model is first established. Then static and dy-
namic models of electrical appliances were coupled to the
building model by using thermal network. For applica-
tions, a monitor and a computer were selected as one of
the widely used appliances within a building sector. Their
heat fluxes were simulated by static and dynamic mod-
els and their thermal influence was investigated within
a well-insulated room. A static model showed a directly
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Fig. 8. Simulated indoor temperature ( Static model,
. . . Cap = 5% of Cth −− 10% of Cth, · · −20% of Cth).

converted heat flux of electrical appliances, of which origi-
nal form was electric power. On the other hand, a dynamic
model described dissipated heat of electrical appliances
which was temporally influenced by thermal characteris-
tics of the appliances and its adjacent temperature. For
the cases of a monitor and a computer, there was no sig-
nificant difference of thermal behaviors of the room once
applied a static model and another case applied a dynamic
model due to the relatively small quantity of injected elec-

tric power to the appliances against thermal characteris-
tics of the used building. However, through a parametric
study of thermal capacitance and power consumption of
an electrical appliance, it was observed that there is more
important difference of thermal effect between a static
model and a dynamic model on a coupled building ther-
mal behavior and that dynamic thermal modeling is re-
quired to the conditions which electrical appliances have
bigger thermal capacitance and consume higher power
and that there are more frequent on/off functions.

As a further study, we will treat multi-characterized
appliances within a building and investigate their thermal
influence as a dominant heat source, not any more as
ignorable noise.
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